Placement or practicalities? Barriers and disincentives to work experience, as reported by computing students

Part 1: Abstract

Having relevant work experience, such as a placement or internship, is valued by employers in the technology sector and can improve employment outcomes for computing graduates (Shadbolt 2016). However, gaining good work experience positions is competitive; some applications are unsuccessful and some students do not apply; some students feel unable to do work placements due to personal or contextual constraints. This study explores the perspectives of computing students at two UK universities, in order to identify factors that might advantage some students over others. A qualitative approach focuses on students’ perceptions and circumstances, collected through free-text responses to a survey, combined with data relating to students’ ethnicity, social class, and their parents’ education. This approach highlights specific challenges faced by individual students. These individuals’ challenges are also instances of important factors influencing access to placement, with implications for institutions and policy makers interested in improving equality of opportunity.

Part 2: Outline

Introduction

Computing students come from particularly diverse backgrounds (CPHC 2012) and computing degrees provide good resources for social mobility (Marks and Baldry, 2009). Despite a widely-acknowledged demand for skilled computing graduates (e.g., Blackwood 2016), transition into graduate jobs is comparatively slow (BIS 2016; HESA 2016; Shabolt 2016). Across subjects, increased participation in university (Marginson 2016) has
contributed to a competitive graduate employment market (Bathmaker, Ingram, & Waller 2013; Burke 2015). The market is especially challenging for computing graduates due to the diversity of available roles and breadth of skills expectations from employers (Fincher & Finlay 2016; Shadbolt 2016).

Work experience is associated with improved employment prospects for computing graduates (BIS 2016; Docherty, Jones, & Sileryte 2015; Farenga & Quinlan 2015; Fincher & Finlay 2016; Shadbolt 2016). Employers are looking beyond the degree when recruiting, due to competition in the graduate marketplace (Darr & Warhurst 2008; Farenga & Quinlan 2015) and work experience is a widely recognised capital.

Students are encouraged to participate in activities that gain or demonstrate skills for future employment and expected to compete for a limited number of placements, while also studying (Bathmaker, Ingram, & Waller 2013; Docherty, Jones, & Sileryte 2015). Many computing students additionally work part-time to support themselves (and sometimes families), restricting their ability to compete for placements (Farenga & Quinlan 2015; Ramirez et al. 2016). The extent to which students recognise and are equipped to navigate employer expectations has been conceptualised, for example by Bathmaker, Ingram, and Waller (2013), in terms of Bourdieu’s ‘game’ (2000). This framework influenced the study reported here: an exploration of students’ perceptions of work experience, undertaken to inform university approaches.

Study

Undergraduate computing students were surveyed in early 2017 at two post-1992 universities, both with large computing departments and urban campuses: University E in England and University S in Scotland. Seventy students from each university participated. The survey instrument drew upon several studies into student/graduate perceptions of employability initiatives (e.g. Smith, Berg, & Smith 2015; Smith, Smith, & Caddell 2015; Smith, Smith, Taylor-Smith, & Fotheringham 2017). The survey included demographic questions and questions about students’ knowledge and experience of work-based learning and any support within their institution and courses. Students were asked about events they had attended, who they asked for help (if anyone), whether they had applied for work experience, and the success of those applications. It also lightly explored students’ socio-
economic backgrounds and ethnicity, to trace any influence on students’ engagement with work experience.

Participants from University E were mainly in their 2\textsuperscript{nd} year of study (70%), with 19% identifying themselves as 3\textsuperscript{rd} years and 11% as 4\textsuperscript{th} years (including their placement year). Participants from University S were mainly in their 4\textsuperscript{th} year (46%) or 3\textsuperscript{rd} year (44%), with a few in 1\textsuperscript{st} or 2\textsuperscript{nd} year. As well as formal placements, students reported taking on a variety of work, including summer internships, individual contracts, and voluntary work. In both universities there was significant interest in work experience (65% applied from University E, 61% from University S). For those that applied, there was some variation in success: white middle class students whose parents attended university were a little more likely to be offered placements (manuscript in preparation).

This presentation focuses on student perspectives and experiences around the barriers to getting work experience, explored via two questions: “Can you see any drawbacks to you of doing work experience/a placement?” and “If you haven’t applied for work experience, please let us know why not”.

On drawbacks, 36% of respondents said that there were none (or N/A). Of those who did identify drawbacks, these related to loss of time, money, losing focus on studies, lack of confidence, or problems with the placement. In terms of time, students were keen to finish their degree with their cohort; they also wanted to move from the financial challenges of studying to the independence and career ladder of graduate employment; for example: “I’m living with my parents and keen to be independent” (3\textsuperscript{rd} year, University S) and “Takes up time I could be working my way up a business and pay not as good” (4\textsuperscript{th} year, University S). Although most of the placements organised through the universities are paid positions, students who relied on part-time employment were unwilling to give this up: “Would have to leave PT job, which pays for my rent” (2\textsuperscript{nd} year, University S). Students also worried about losing focus on their studies or the difficulty of returning to studying after the workplace: “forgetting parts of the course” and “less time learning new content” (both 2\textsuperscript{nd} years, University E). A few students expressed their lack of confidence as a drawback: “may not meet the expectations of the company” (2\textsuperscript{nd} year, University E).
Those who had not applied for work experience were asked why not. These answers are more concerned with specific constraints, like available time, and less concerned with disincentives like preferring to graduate with their peers. Several students had not had time either to look into work experience or to fit it in, especially those who were already working and studying, e.g. “Did not fit in with life (current job, as domestic within NHS, 15 hours a week). Got emails about placements but didn't get round to responding” (4th year, University S). Identifying lack of confidence as a barrier, some students expressed uncertainty, fear, and worries over their workload and health; one student specifically mentioned anxiety attacks.

Conclusion
These results, a small subset of the data, shed light upon student perceptions of placement within their contexts and across two universities. The data indicates that, while students in each university take the possibility of placement seriously, decision processes draw upon situated factors that are often overlooked in institutional and policy narratives around placement. These narratives emphasise the future benefits to be gained from placement (as a capital) while students’ situated concerns include positioning themselves to complete their studies, particularly within a context of financial constraint. Where students do apply, certain groups are more successful in their applications. This warrants further exploration.
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